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ACROSS
6  The region where hobbits live
8  Evil hobbit under possession of the one ring
9  Majestic beings that are immortal to everything except of battle
10 Leader of the grey elves
11  Grey wizard
12  Shepards of the forest
13  Main object in series
14  Short beings that are good with metal
15  Previous white wizard
16  Head dwarf

DOWN
1  Main character of the Hobbit
2  Disciple of Melkor. Main enemy of Lord of the Rings
3  Where The Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings take place
4  The evil Valar
5  Main character of The Lord of the Rings
7  Flying birds that save the dwarfs in the Hobbit
8  One of the leaders of the Lorian elves
One Piece

Luffy and his crew of pirates must get past Captain Kuro and Captain Bucky!

**Across**

2 Who was the king of the Pirates
3 Who is the captain who attacks with his claws
4 What does Luffy say when he is about to attack
5 The Hat Pirates

**Down**

1 Who is Luffy's #2?
2 What's the name of the pirate ship
Find your way ...

to annoy Roge
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why do I deserve this

PLz stop

stop drawing all over my jacket

THIS IS BULLYING!!
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Help Sia the cat find her favorite sleeping spot!!
Pokemon Wordsearch